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## February 24, 2022:

**Russia escalates invasion into Ukraine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Withdrawals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumvention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**U.S. and Allies Impose Sanctions on Russia as Biden Condemns ‘Invasion’**

**Over 1,000 Companies Have Curtailed Operations in Russia—But Some Remain**

- Russia reinstates Twitter slowdown, says Meta, Google are 'instigators of war'
- New blocks emerge in Russia amid war in Ukraine: An OONI network measurement analysis

**How millions of Russians are tearing holes in the Digital Iron Curtain**

A surge in virtual private network downloads is a challenge to Vladimir Putin and his
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Increased isolation, control over messaging, and information unavailability
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New measurement tools for:
- Measuring geoblocking (GeoInspector)
- Crawling domestic TLS certificates

Distributed measurements from:
- 4 VPs in Russia (residential and datacenter)
- 15 VPs in other countries

Data from 9 data sources:
- Censorship Data (Censored Planet, OONI)
- BGP withdrawals (Routeviews, IODA)
- Historical data (Censys, Internet Archive)
- Circumvention Tools (Tor, Psiphon, IVPN)
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1. DNS Geoblocking
2. TCP & HTTP(S) Geoblocking

Due to the new external restrictions related to our major payment providers, our Premium Service is no longer available for purchase in Russia.

If you are an existing Premium customer, this means that our next attempt to take payment may unfortunately fail. If we are unable to successfully process your next payment, your Spotify subscription will automatically convert to our Free service once your payment has failed.
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- GeoInspector
- Spotify web server
- TCP Handshake
- TCP RST
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Is there a connection between the invasion and the geoblocking?
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Russia’s Domestic Certificate Authority

- Due to sanctions, CAs stopped issuing certificates to RU TLDs (.ru,.by,.su,.рф)

- **Reaction:** Ministry of Digital Development provided a **free domestic certificate (CN=Russian Trusted Root CA)** to replace foreign expired or revoked certificates
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- Due to sanctions, CAs stopped issuing certificates to RU TLDs (.ru, .by, .su, .рф)

- **Reaction:** Ministry of Digital Development provided a free domestic certificate (CN=Russian Trusted Root CA) to replace foreign expired or revoked certificates

- 3,722 domains signed in May '22, crawled using Yandex and Chrome browsers

- 114 (3%) domains presented the new Russian certificate in Yandex

- 46 domains had a recently expired certificate originally issued by a trusted CA
Website Censorship

BGP Withdrawals

Some Twitter traffic briefly fell through Russian ISP, thanks mishap

Potential Victim: AS13414 Twitter Inc.
Potential Attacker: AS8342 JSC RTComm.RU
Event type: origin hijack (moas)
Largest (sub)prefix: 104.244.42.0/24
Russia and the Circumvention Community

- Throttled Twitter -> Psiphon use **rapidly escalated** as Russia began throttling access to Twitter
- Blocked Instagram -> Psiphon usage **peaked** at over 1.1M daily unique users
- Increase was observed in all major ASNs
- Observed changes in Psiphon protocols used at **the same time across many ASNs** -> centralized censorship of circumvention
Russia and the Circumvention Community

In Dec 2021, Tor network was blocked in many ISPs in Russia.

Comprehensive blocking of Tor caused users to use obfuscation protocols. 15 “default” obfs4 bridges were blocked.

Non-default obsf4 bridges progressively discovered and IP address blocked.

meek and snowflake bridges briefly blocked.

The torproject.org website was blocked from Dec 2021, until July 2022.
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A cautionary tale for Internet freedom:

- Highlights how nation-state censors and private Internet services may isolate specific regions from the support of the rest of the world.

- Encourages multi-perspective study on Internet freedom beyond nation-state censorship - private actors increasingly contribute to Internet splintering.